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For a long period, all grades of the construction administrative department in our
province paid a lot of attention to supervision and control of the construction
market. In the 21st century, with the development of the information and
technology, as well as the supervision methods of all the government
departments, to establish an information controlling system for the construction
market which used by the construction administrative department will solve many
problems efficiently such as conceal of the government affairs and unapparent of
the supervision. According to the establishment of this system, you can collect
data accurately and efficiently. What’s more, you can always offer the date
support for the administrative department to make policy by sharing the
information.
This thesis mainly discussed the development methods of management
information system for the provincial construction market which based on the B/S
pattern, and focused on the design and the process of the achievement, including
the requirements analysis, design of the system and achievement of the
functions. The requirements analysis expounded from views of business
requirements, function requirements and safety requirements. The system design
section contained overall constructive design, function design and data base
design, and showed the method and process in the implementation section.
During the design and development process of the system we strictly according to
the discipline of the software engineering, using the software design pattern in
order to decrease the coupled reactions in system modules that make the system
with reusability and expandability.
After tests, the system expectant hit basic project targets and then put into trails.
This system can help administration to make decisions, enhance the manage













efficiency, increase the transparency of public administration, offer the high
quality and efficient service to all the masses, show the good image of the
supervision development, and reach the final goal of the advancement of service
level to all industries. The operation of this system is simple, the process is clear.
The system has good practicability and maneuverability which can be promoted
to other departments.
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